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6. 1M a c.p. chain, 2M a c.p. chain 
In the present case b(.,.) E ~ c and b(.,.) is completely determined by 
m and lJ'(.) (cf. section 3}. 
Theorem 6.1. If 2M is a c.p. chain derived from a c.p. chain 1M 
(note 2.10) then 
(6.1} lim 2P(s) =lim 1P(t), 
s-+-oo t~oo 
and 
i. a positive state of 1M is a positive state of 2M and conversely; 
n. a transient state of 1M is a transient state of 2M; 
iii. a nullstate of 1M is ·a nullstate of 2M if 
+oo I tdtb(s, t)<<X> for as ETcO+, 
-oo 
or equivalently 
00 
I td P(t)<<X>, (cf. (3.15)), 
0 
whereas a nullstate of 1M is a null or a transient state of 2M if these 
integrals diverge. 
Proof. Let 2M be derived from 1M by b1(.,.) E ~c. and denote by 
~a the d.p. chain derived from 1M by 
df b2(nto, .) = b1(nto, .), n E No. 
Then b1(nto,.) is for every fixed n E No an infinitely divisible distribution 
since b1(.,.) E ~c. Consequently, by theorem 4.1 2Mtt is a skeleton chain, 
and actually 2M4 is derived from 2M by the deriving function U(t-nto), 
t E Tc-00 , n E No. By applying theorem 5.1 first to 2Mtt and 1M and then 
to 2M4 and 2M and noting that (cf. (3.15)) 
+oo oo I tdeb(s, t) = ms+s I tdP(t), <X>>m ~ 0, 
-oo 0 
+oo I tdU(t~to) =to, 
-oo 
the truth of the theorem is easily verified. 
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For b(.,.) E @ d it appeared that by introducing the function a(.) 
(cf. (3.2)) a rather simple relation between 2P(8) and 1P(t) could be found 
(cf. (5.11)). In general such a relation cannot be obtained forb(.,.) E @c. 
The reason for this is the behaviour of P(.) near t = 0. For if P(O +) = - = 
then generally it is difficult to invert explicitely the Laplace-Stieltjes 
transform {3(8, It); if, however P(O+) is finite the inversion can be easily 
performed. We consider this case in some detail. 
If P(O+ )> -= then by (2.4) and (3.12) 
2P(8) = e•!l'W+> ~ { - 8P(~+ )}n J00 1P(t) dtbn*(t-m8), 
n-o n. -oo 
since the inverting of integral and sum operator is easily justified. From 
the last relation and v4 we have 
(6.2) 
Putting 
-oo 
it follows by (5.1) and (3.10) that a d.p. Markov chain aM exists with 
aP(to) as one-step transition matrix, and such that aM is derived from 
1M by b(.,.) E @d with b(nto,.)=bn*(.), n EN0 . Putting 
(6.3) c(8, t) ~ e•'~'<O+> ~ { - 8P(~+ )}n U(t-nto), 8 E Teo, t E T; 00 , 
n=O n. 
and 
(6.4) dfoo ~(8) = .L aP(kto) L1 c(8, kto), 
k=O 
then it is seen that a c.p. Markov chain 4M exists with standard transition 
matrix 4P(8), 8 E Teo, such that 4M is derived from aM by c(.,. ), since 
c(.,.) E @c. 
Evidently we have for all 8 E TeO 
(6.5) 
\ 2P(8) = 1P(m8) ~(8), 
~ 4P(8) = e•'l'(O+> ~ { -8 P(~+ )}n aPn(to). 
, n=O n. 
The second relation of (6.5) shows that the c.p. chain 4M is a compound 
Poisson process (cf. [7] p. 391). 
From the results above we have 
Theorem 6. 2. If 2M is a c.p. chain derived from a c.p. chain 1M 
by a function b(.,.) (note (2.10)) with m and P(.) determining b(.,.), 
and if P(O+ )>-=,then 2M is a compound Poisson process if m=O; if 
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m>O then the transition matrix 2P(8) of 2M is the matrix product of 
1P(m8) and a transition matrix of a compound Poisson process; in both 
cases the compound Poisson process is a c.p. Markov chain derived from 
1M with deriving function completely determined by lJ'(. ). 
Our next problem is to find an expression for the infinitesimal generator 
2Q (cf. (2.1)) of the semi-group 2P(8), 8 E Teo. The solution of this problem 
is given by 
Theorem 6. 3. 
1. If m > 0 then: 1q11 = - = implies 2q11 = - = and conversely; 
ii. for all i, j EE S for which 1q11 is finite (note: 0;;;; 1qi1 < = if i =1= j) 
00 
(6.6) 2Q= (2qiJ) = m1Q+ I {lP(t)-I} d P(t); 
0 
iii. (6.6) is also true if lJ'(O+ )> -=, and then if m=O 
0 ~ 2q11 > lJ'(O+) and 0;;;; 2qiJ < -lJ'(O+ ), i =1= j. 
Proof. The deriving function b(.,.) is characterized by m and lJ'(. ). 
Consider the function b0(.,.) E Cdc and satisfying 
b(8, t) = bo (8, t) * U(t-m8), 8 E [0, =), t E ( -=, +=), 
so that the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of bo(8,.) is given by (3.9) with m 
replaced by zero. Consequently 
+oo +oo 
2P(8) = I 1P(t) dtb(8, t) = I 1P(t) dtbo(8, t-m8) 
-oo -oo 
+oo +oo 
= I 1P(t+m8) dtbo(8, t) = 1P(m8) I 1P(t) dtbo(8, t). 
-oo -oo 
Since 2P(8) is a standard transition matrix the following limits exist and 
by (2.1) 
2Q =lim 2P(8) -I= 
.~o 8 
(6. i) [ 1P(m8)-I . 1 +oo J =lim +IP(m8)8{ I 1P(t)dtbo(8,t)-I} = 
.~o 8 -oo 
+oo 1 
= m1Q + lim I {lP(t)- I}- dtbo(8, t) . 
• ~o -oo 8 
From ( 6. 7) the first assertion is immediately evident. 
Put 
df +oo 1 
2Qo = lim I {lP(t)- I}- dtbo(8, t), 
sto -oo 8 
so that 
(6.8) 
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We now consider the case lf'(O+ )> -oo. It then follows by (6.2) that 
hence 
(6.9} ) 
+oo 
2Qo =: P(O+ )_L {lP(t)-1} db(t) 
=I {lP(t)-1} dlf'(t) by (3.10). 
0 
Since 1;;::;;;1PtJ(t);;::;;;O for all i, j EE.A', t E[O, oo) and hence IIPtJ(t)-c5iil;;;;1 
it follows by (6.8) and (6.9) that the third assertion is proved. Evidently, 
the second assertion is implied by the third one if lf'(O+ )> -oo. Hence 
the second assertion mainly refers to the case lf'( 0 +) = - oo. To prove 
this assertion put 
(6.10) df t T2 1 G(s, t) = I -1 2 - dTbo(s, -r}, s E TeO+, t E Tc- 00 • 
_ 00 + T S 
In the proof of the representation theorem of infinitely divisible distribu-
tions ( cf. [2] p. 300 or [ 4] p. 654) it is shown that a positive number so 
exists such that G(s,.) for s E (0, so) is a uniformly bounded, nondecreasing 
function of uniformly bounded total variation and its total variation 
outside a finite interval [- t1, tl] tends to zero for t1 __,. oo uniformly in 
s E (0, s0). By the weak compactness theorem for distributions it follows 
that a sequence {sn}, n= 1, 2, ... , with Sn ~ 0 exists such that for n __,. oo 
(6.11) G(sn, .) ~ G(.), 
where G( . ) is a bounded nondecreasing function on Tc -oo. In fact this 
function G(.) is identical with that of (3.6) (cf. [4] p. 654). Moreover it 
is known that 
+oo I t-1dtG(sn, t) 
-oo 
has a finite limit for n __,. oo. If in (6.10) b(.,.) instead of bo(.,.) was 
written then this limit would be equal to mo (cf. (3.5)). Consequently, by 
(3.6), (3. 7) and (3.8} applied to bo(.,.) 
00 00 
(6.12) lim I t-1dtG(sn, t) = I t-1dG(t), 
n-oo o o 
since for bo(.,.) the characteristic constant m = 0. 00 
Since for a sufficiently large N allsn E (0, so) for n>N so that I dP(sn, -r) 
and hence also c 
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tend to zero uniformly in n for t _,.. oo it follows by the Helly-Bray 
theorem (cf. [2] p. 183) 
00 00 
(6.13) lim I t-1dtG(8n, t) = I t-1dG(t), 
for every h belonging to the continuity set of G(. ). In the following it is 
always supposed that h belongs to this set. Hence by (6.12) and (6.13) 
for every h > 0 
(6.14) 
The limit of G(8, t) for 8.} 0 is independent of how 8 tends to zero, hence 
(cf. (3.6)) 
(6.15) 00 1 +t2 2Qo =lim I {lP(t)-I} - 2- dtG(8n, t). 
n-+oo o t 
In the same way as (6.13) has been derived we have by (3.7) for every h> 0 
(6.16) 00 1 +t2 00 lim I {lP(t)- I} -t2 dtG(8n, t) = I {lP(t)- I} dP(t), 
n-+ oo t. ,.. 
Since (cf. [1] p. 128, 130) 
lPiJ(t) ~ t1qiJ, i ¥= j for t ~ 0 but sufficiently small, 
1-lPJJ(t) ~ 1-e1qsst for all t ~ 0 if 1% is finite, 
it follows by (3. 7) and the hypothesis that 
t. I I {!P(t) -I} dlJf(t)l < 00, 
0 
Consequently, by (3.7), (6.15), (6.16) and the Helly-Bray theorem we 
have for every t1 > 0 
00 
2Qo- I {lP(t)-I} dP(t) 
0 
(6.17) t. . 1 + t2 t. 1 + t2 = lim I {!P(t)- I} -t2 dtG(8n, t) - I {!P(t)- I} - 2- dG(t) 
n->-oo o 0 t 
h 1 t. 1 
=lim I {!P(t)-I} 2 dtG(8n, t)- I {!P(t)-I} 2 dG(t). 
n-+oo 0 t 0 t 
By (6.14) we have for all i, j EE .AI and all h>O 
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Since by hypothesis 1q11 is finite it follows ( cf. 2, c.i.) that 
1PiJ(t)- bu . . .AI' 
t - 1qij, ~, J EE , 
is a continuous function on [0, t2], t2 > 0, if its value for t = 0 is defined 
to be zero. Consequently, (6.18) shows that by taking t1 sufficiently small 
(positive) that for all i, j EE.AI' the righthand side of (6.18} differs arbitrary 
little from zero, i.e. 
00 
2Qo = f {lP(t)..,... J} dlJf(t). 
0 
The theorem is proved. 
At the end of section 5 we mentioned a relation between a closed 
(minimal) class of 1M and the same class of 2M. A theorem analogous 
to (5.2) holds here; since it is easily formulated and proved we do not 
discuss it. 
We conclude this section with some remarks about stable, instantaneous 
and absorbing states. 
A state E1 E Cis called stahl~ if 1qii> -oo, instantaneous if 1qJJ= -oo~ 
Theorem (6.4) shows that if m> 0 then an instantaneous ~tate of 1M is 
an instantaneous state of 2M and conversely; however, if m=O and 
lJf(O+ )> -oo then an instantaneous state of 1M is always a stable state 
of 2M. 
If E1 E 8 is a positive state then 
lim p11(t) = 1 , ( cf. [1] p. 193), 
~-+ oo - q,,m11 
where m11 represents the average return time of state E1; moreover 
_1fqii is the average sojourntime of state E1• From theorem (6.1) it now 
follows that whenever .E1 is positive for 1,M and hence for 2M 
i.e. for a positive state E1 the ratio of its average returntime and its 
average sojourn time for the chain 1M is equal to the similar .ratio for 
the chain 2M. ' 
A state E1 E 8 is called absorbing if 1Pii(t) = 1 for all t E Teo, i.e. E1 is 
absorbing if and only if 1iJJ1=0. Hence an absorbing state of 1M is an 
absorbing state of 2M. 
7. 2M a d.p. chain, 1M a d.p. chain 
Since the relations betwee.n a d.p. Markov 2M chain derived from a 
d.p. Markov chain 1M has been treated in a separate paper (cf. [8]) 
we shall des~ribe here only the theorems in so far they are needed in the 
next section. · 
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In this section only d.p. Markov chains occur and we, therefore, suppress 
in the notation of the matrices and their elements the constant to: 
The deriving function b(8,. }, 8 E T do should be here for every fixed 8 E T do 
a stepfunction with its set of discontinuity points contained in T do· 
Since a(.) determines b(8,.) (cf. (3.2)) we have by applying the notation 
of (5.9) and (5.10) from (2.3) and (2.4) 
00 
2Pm =! a~ml 1Pn, mE No. 
n=O 
Whenever E1 is a periodical state of 1M we denote its period by 1v1. We 
rewrite (5.17) as 
1v;-l 00 
f(:A) = ! ).i ! an,v;+i )._n••;. 
i=O n=O 
Let k0 denote the smallest value of the integers i E {0, 1, ... ,JY1-1} for 
which 
00 
! an,•;+i > 0; 
n=O 
the integers k1, ... , kr EE {0, 1, ... , 1YJ-1-ko} are defined in such a way 
that 
00 
k1<k2< ... <kr and! an,v;+ko+kh>O for all h E{1, 2, ... , r} 
n=O 
where r is the number of values taken on by i. By d we denote the highest 
common divisor of 1YJ and k1, .. e., kr, and by 8 that of d and ko. 
\Ve now have 
Theorem 7. 1. If 2M is a d.p. chain derived from a d.p. chain 1M 
(note (2.10}) then: whenever E1 is a periodical state of 1M then it is a 
periodical state of 2M with period 2v1=d/8 if and only if 
i. an= 0 for all n = 0 mod l'VJ, and ii. d is not a divisor of k0• 
Theorem 7. 2. 
i. If E1 is an aperiodical state of 1M then it is an aperiodical state of 
!M and 
lim 2p!l'f'l = lim 1pl~1 for all i E% 
e ~ ~ ' m~oo n~oo 
if E1 is positive for 1M then it is positive for 2M and conversely; 
ii. if E1 is a periodical state of 1M then 
lim 2PJ'fl = !_ lim 1P}j'•'1 
m ..... oo lYj n ..... oo 
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whenever E, aperiodical in the chain 2M, whereas for E1 also periodical 
for 2M with period 2Vt=dfs then 
lim 2p<'!'o"11 = .!:.._ lim 1p<~•"J1 · 
m_,.oo " !Vj n_,.oo 11 ' 
in both cases if E, is positive for 1M then it is positive for 2M and con-
versely; 
iii. a transient state of 1M is a transient state of 2M; 
iv. a null state of 1M is a null state of 2M if 
00 
2 nan<=, 
n-o 
otherwise it is a null or transient state of 2M. 
Theorem 7 .3. 
1. A closed class of 1M is a closed class of 2M; 
ii. A minimal a periodical class of 1M is a minimal class of 2M; 
m. A minimal periodical class of 1M with period IV is a minimal class 
of 2M if and only if f(A.) i= 1 for every A. i= 1 which satisfies A.•• = 1. 
In the proof of theorem 7.1 the TOEPLITz-ScHUR theorem (cf. [9] p. 43) is 
very useful, since it is also applied in the next section we give it here: 
Whenever 
df ~ <m> tm= ken Bn, m=0,1,2, ... , 
n=O 
then 
lim Sn = s ==> lim tm = bs, 
for all sequences {sn} ~ s, if and only if 
00 
1. 2 lc~m>l <H <oo, for every fixed mE N1, with H independent of m; 
n-o 
ii. lim c~m> = 0 for every fixed n E No, 
m-+- oo 00 
iii. lim 2 c~m> =b. 
m~oo n=oO 
8. 2M a c.p. chain, 1M a d.p. chain 
As in section 6 the deriving function b(.,.) E ~c and it is completely 
determined by m and P(. ). In section 3 it was noted that in the present 
case P( . ) should be a stepfunction with its points of increase all belonging 
to Ta0+ and that 
m=O, 'P(O+)>-oo. 
Putting 
00 
b(t) = 2 c~cU(t-kt0), t E T-; 00 , 
k-0 
where 
and 
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00 ! c1c = 1, 1 ~ c1c;?; 0 for k .E N1, co= 0 (cf. (3.10)}, 
k-1 
. 00 .• 
bn*(t) = L c~n>U(t-kto), t E T; 00, n E N1, 
k-0 
where the sequence {c~c<n>}, k=O, 1, 2, ... ,is then-fold convolution of the 
sequence {c~c}, k=O, 1, 2, ... ,with itself then it follows by (2.4) and (3.12) 
(8.1) 2P(8) = ! { ! es'Y<O+> { -8P(~+ )}"' c~n>} 1Pk(to), 8 E Tc0, 
k-0 n-o n. 
where 
Theorem 8.1. If 2M is a c.p. chain derived from a d.p. chain (note 
(2.10)} then: 
i. lim 2PiJ(8) = lim 1Pi}'>(to) for all i e.¥, 
B-+00 7&-+00 
if E1 is an aperiodical state of 1M, whereas for a periodical state E1 of 
1M with period 1v1 
(8.2) 
where e is the highest common divisor of 1v1 and those numbers k for 
which c~c > 0; in both cases a positive state of 1M is a positive state of 
2M and conversely; 
ii. a transient state of 1M is a transient of 2M; 
iii. a null state of 1M is a null state of 2M if 
Proof. The proof of the theorem apart from (8.2) is completely 
analogous with that of theorem 6.1 and it is therefore not treated. 
To prove (8.2) it is noted that for fixed 8 E TeO+ 2P(8) is the one step 
transition matrix of a skeleton chain of 2M, and hence (8.2) is proved 
whenever it is shown that 
(8.3) lim 2P~1'>(8) = ..!L lim 1P}}'>'l>(to). 
m~oo. 1Yj n~oo 
In proving (8.3) we start from (cf. (8.1)} 
oo oo { msP(O+ )}"' (8.4) 2Pii(m8) = 2P~1'>(8) = ! ! ems'Y<o+> - nl cf::~1 1P}ft•l>(to). 
k=O n-o · 
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The validity of (8.3) will be derived from (8.4) by application of the 
Toeplitz-Schur theorem (cf. section 7). Since O;:;;;ck<n>;:;:;; 1 for all k, n EE No 
and 0> P(O+ )> -= (by (2.10) and (3.14) as m=O) it is easily verified 
that the first and second condition of the Toeplitz-Schur theorem are 
satisfied, moreover the limit in the righthand side of (8.3) exists. To 
investigate the third condition of the Toeplitz-Schur theorem we have 
to determine 
(8.5) I . ~ ~ ms'l'(O+l { -smP(O+ )}n ln) 1m k k e 1 c"".1• 
m-+00 k-0 n-o n. 
Put 
(8.6) 
00 
g(A.) ~ l Ck A_k, A E ( -1, 1), 
k-0 
so that 
00 
gn(A.) = l cicnl A,k, n EN1, 
k-0 
and hence 
Consequently, 
~·~-1 oo oo { P(O + )}n (8. 7) l ems!l'(O+ ){l-g(e2"ih/,•J)} = 1'VJ l l em•'l'<O+l - sm I cic~!J. 
h-o k=O n=O n. 
By Abel's theorem g(1-) = 1 and hence if d2 is the highest common divisor 
of those integers k for which ck > 0 then all roots of g(A.) = 1 are the roots 
of A,d2= 1. For any A. with !A.!= 1 and whjch is not a root of A_dg= 1 we 
have !g(A.)!<1 and hence also since P(O+)<O 
!e•'~'<O+Hl-o(J.)}I < 1. 
Evidently, {!is the highest common divisor of 1v1 and d2, so that by letting 
m-+ = in the relation (8. 7) it is seen that the limit in (8.5) exists and 
that its value is equal to e/Iv,. Consequently, by applying the Toeplitz-
Schur theorem to (8.4) the relation (8.3) follows. The proof is terminated. 
To investigate whether a minimal class of the chain 1M is also a minimal 
class of 2M we consider a skeleton chain Md of 2M. Since Md is a d.p. 
chain derived from the d.p. chain 1M we may apply theorem 7.3 to Md 
and 1M with the function /(A.) replaced by e•'~'<0+Hl-o<J.n. Md is an a periodical 
chain, since it is a skeleton chain and it is easily verified that a minimal 
closed class of Md is a minimal closed class of 2M and conversely. The 
following theorem is now immediately evident. 
Theorem 8.2. 
i. a closed class of 1M is a closed class of 2M; 
ii. a minimal a periodical class of 1M is a minimal class of 2M; 
8I 
iii. a minimal periodical class of 1M with period 1v is a minimal class 
of 2M if and only if g(J.) ¥=I for every A¥= I which satisfies A1"= I. 
The Q-matrix 2Q of the c.p. chain 2M can here be obtained by the same 
method as used in the proof of theorem 6.3 for the case P(O+ )> -=. 
Consequently, by (3.IO) and the definition of the sequence {ck}, k= 0, I, 2, ... , 
we have since m = 0 
Theorem 8.3. 
(8.8) 
and 
0~2qJJ>P(O+) and 0;:;;;2qti<-P(O+), i¥=j. 
Theorem 8.4. Whenever for a conservative c.p. Markov chain 2M 
1!2QI!g[ sup 1 l2qtJI<=, 
ie.¥ fe.¥ 
then 2M is a chain derived from a d.p. chain with one step transition 
matrix 1P given by 
Proof. Since the 2Q matrix is conservative, i.e. 
1 2qii = 0 for all i E .A', 
fe.¥ 
and since 2qt1 ~ 0 for all i ¥= j, it is easily verified that 1P is a stochastic 
matrix. We define 
1P(to) g[ 1P so that 1P(t) = 1Pn for t E Tao, 
and 
(8.9) 
Consider the c.p. Markov chain 2M' derived from 1M by the function 
b(.,.) Eric which is determined by m=O and P(.) given by (8.9). The 
transition matrix 2P'(8) of 2M' is given by (cf. (3.10), (8.1)) 
2P'(8) = e-si/,QI/ ! {8112~11}" lpn, 
n=O n. 
whereas its Q-matrix 2Q' is given by (cf. theorem (8.3)) 
2Q' = 2Q, 
i.e. 2M and 2M' have the same Q-matrix. Since 1!2Q1!<= the transition 
matrix 2P(8), 8 E Tc0 is completely determined by 2Q (cf. [1] p. 237) and 
hence 2P'(8)= 2P(8), 8 ETco. The proof is terminated. 
(To be continued) 
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